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CORRELATION STUOT BETWEHI

SAND EXJUIVALENT AND PLASTICITY INDEX

TESTS

By Leon W, Heidebrecht, A, M. ASCB

SYNOPSIS

nils paper considers the correlation between two paremeters

of aggregates used in bituoiaoue ndxes and bases* the saad equivalent

and plasticity index* It shows the effectiveness of sand equivalent

values in predicting plasticity index values*

The test values representing the parameters were obtained fron

SKgregates used in bituminous, asphaltic concrete, shoulder and aggre-

gate binder base construction* These values were determined for the

above aggregates used in several counties in Kansas*

Zt is concluded that there appears to be no correlation between

sand equivalent and plasticity index which could be applied to engi-

neering practices*

Oraduate Student, Department of Civil l^igiBeering, Kansas Stats
University, Manhattan, Kansas*



INTHODOCTIOtl

Th« plasticity index test is presently being used in many

•paeifleations to control the quality of aggregates used in bituol**

nous nixes and bases in highway construction*

Since production is ever increosingt it is desirable to speed

up testing operations by avoiding the iMed for wei^ihing the seaple

and drying it. Such a test for speeding quality control testing has

.2
developed and is called the "Sand Equivalent Determination*"

The sand equivalent test has gained favor aa a wmbui of

detecting exceasive clay content in aggregate and is being used in

muf w»6tem states at the ]^ree«it tia««

The State Highway Ccmiiseion of Kansas presently specifies

limits of plasticity index on base naterials^ road and plant mix

aggregates for bituminous mixtures, asphaltic concrete aggregates,

and other types of construction rai^torials.-^ This pag^r will deal with

the combined aggregates of bases, road ^nd plant bituminous mixes

and asxdialt concrete mixes*

The State Hi^way Cocmdssion of Kansas has collected data for

sand equivalent test values and corresponding plasticity index values

on numerous ssmples representing aggregates used in bituminous mixes

and bases. The values were analyzed by an electronic computer to

2
"Sand Equivalent Test for Control of Materials During Construction,"
by F, N. Hveem, Hi^way Research Board Proceedinpis . Vol. ^, 1953,
p. 238,

3 Standard Specificationa for State Road and Bridge Construction ,

State Highway Commission of Kansas, i960 Edition.
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•stabliah a regression lino equation and confidence Interval bands

for each type of material. This was done using appropriate statistical

procedures.

For many years highway conatinxction has been steadily incrsasing

end this has made it increasingly important that the engineer have

some ready and convenient test for detecting the i>re3ence of exces-

•!• aaaounts of detrimental clay or fine material in base or subbaae

materials*

Small amounts of clay may be detrimental to the performance of

bituminous mixtures, especially >4ien the clay exists as a coating on

the surfaces of the Ijirger grains of the combined aggregate. This

coating prevents adhesion of the bitumen to the aggregate particles.

TH£ SAND EQUIVALENT TEST DKTESKINATION

It ai^t be well at this point to consider the work involved

in the determination of the sand equivalent values. This test is

intended to serve as a rapid field test to show the relative amounts

of plastic fines in a graded aggregate or soil.

Sample Preparation for Sand Equivalent Detersslnation

The sand equivalent test samples were prepared from the portion

of the material passing the No. 4 sieve. It was essential that all

fines were cleaned from the portion retained on the No, k sieve and

k
Statistical Methods , by George W, Snedecor, Iowa State University
Press, Publisher, 1956.



included with that portion passing* IRie passing No. 4 portion was then

split or quartered so enough material was obtained to fill a 88 ml*

capacity tin moasure to within 5/16" of the brim (see Figure A).

Extrwne care was taken when getting this aaaller portion so a truly

representative sasiple wais obtained*

It has been foiind from experiments, that as the amount of

material boing reduced by splitting or quartering was decreased, the

accuracy of providing representative portioxis was decreased* Since

the sand equivalent test sample waa already relatively very mall, it

was imperative that it be split or quartered evenly to the correct

size* idjustiaents were sometimes required to provide the desired test

aaaple sise* The adjustments were speeded up by determining the exact

amount which was split down to an even tin measure full* This was done

by dipping four full measures of the material of average specific

gravity and weighing or by determining the volume in a cylinder before

beginning the splitting operation* The four measures were then re-

turned to the sample and the material was split or quartered until

the predeteznnined weij^t or volume was obtained* When this weight or

volume was obtained, the two successive quartering operations usually

provided the amount of material required to fill the tin measure to

within 3A6" of the brim.

Test Procedure

A solution of calcium chloride was prepared by diluting 88 cc

of stock calcium solution to 1 gallon of distilled water. The test

was normally performed without strict temperature ccmtrol, howevert



88 ml. Tin Measttro

17"xl^ Graduated

Transparent Cylindei'



In the event of dispute, the material should be retosted vdth the

t«qwrature of the working solution at 72° + 5* ?•

After preparing the calcium chloride solution, k inches of the

solution vfaa aiplioiMd into a standard plastic cylinder (see Figure A)«

The prepared test saaple was then poured into the cylinder fraa the

measuring tin using a funnel to avoid spillage. The bottom of the

cylinder was then tapped on the heel of the hand several tines to re-

lease the air bubbles in the sand and promote thorough wetting of the

sample. After allowing the wetted •aasple to stand undisturbed for

10+1 minute, the cylinder was then corked with a rubber stopper sad

the material loosened by partially inverting the cylinder find

shaking it simultaneously (see Figure B). After the material warn

loosened by this method, the cylinder waa held in a horizontal position

and shaken vigorously in a horizontal linear motion from end to end.

This was done at the rate of three (3) cycles per second for thirty

(50) seconds vdth a throw of 9 + 1 inch. A cycle is defined as the

complete back and forth motion.

The cylinder was then placed in an upright position and uncorked.

The irrigator tube was then inverted into the cylinder and the material

was rinsed from the cylinder walls es the irrigator was lowered (see

Figure C). IHie irrigator was forced to the bottom of the cylinder by

twisting f<nd stabbing action during vAiich time the calcium chloz>ide

solution was flowing from the irrigator tip. The irrigator tube was

Bade of % inch outside diameter brass tubing and was used for flushing

the fine material into suspension above the coarser sand particles.



Fit>ure C



This action was continued until the cylinder wa« filled to the

13 inch aark while the irrigator was being withdrawn. The flow was

then regulated just before the irrigator was entirely withdrawn and the

final level was adjusted to 15 inches*

The cylinder and contents were allowed to stand undisturbed for

20 minutes ^ 13 seconds, the timing being started innediately after

vdthdrawing the irrigator* At the end of the sedimentation period the

XeT«l of the top of the clay suspension was read and recorded* This

Is referred to as the "clay reading*" After getting the "clay reading"

the wei^ted foot assenbly was placed over the cyliad«r and lowered

until it came to rest on the sand* When lowering the weighted foot

it WM neoMsary to take soae precautions so that one of the centering

MrwMi could be seen at all times* This was necessary so that the

level of the screw could be recorded as the "sand reading*"

Both "sand" euad "clay" readings were recorded to the next

higher graduation when read* For example, a reading of 3*22 was

recorded as 3*3*

The sand equivalent value was obtsdned by multiplying the "sand"

reading by one himdred (100) and dividing this by the "clay" reading.

This value was carried to tenths and rounded up to the next tdiole

number*

If it were desired to average a series of sand equivalent

values, the iidiole>number values were used and the average was rounded

up to the next whole number*

Some precautions are necessary to give values which represent

the sample being tested* For example, care must be exercised in



providing a representative sample for the test. This involves using

the prescribed quartering or splitting practices and in case of

••gregation or loss of fines it may bo necessary to dampen the

material*

Ihe test should also be performed in a location* %Aiich is free

from vibration^ as this will cause suspended material to settle at a

fr«ater rate than nomal«

It might be well at this point to discuss the operator's

qualifications required to perfoarm this teat. An operators test

results are considered to be consistent if three tests performed by

hia« on a representative sample of a given material, do not vary more

than ^ points from the average of these tests* If the operator's test

f«Mult8 are not consistent, it is reconaHmded that he not be allowed

to continue until he has perfected the technique enough to obtsiin

results that do not vary more than k points from the average of the

three tests.

It is believed that a simple and relatively inexpensive shaker

has been developed and, if so, would eliminate variation due to

personal shaking techniques.

The values used for this study were obtained by hand shaking

methods and the instructions above are those used by the State Highway

Commission of Kansas.

It is the Intent of this paper to study the correlation existing

between the sand equivalent values and plasticity index values.
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THE ELASTICITT XHDS3f DEKaMINATION

All pl^isticity index values w*re obtained uaing th« procedures

5
o»Jtlln«d In the apaciflcationa uwed by Kanaua State Highway Coamioaion.

DISCU:5iiI0N AND /uN.'XLYSIS OF DATA

yigareti 1 through k represent data frotti cooiblne^ «ggres<ites of

lOiUioaf road fi>ud plant bituuinouu mixes £md asphalt concrete loixea*

fhd dxtA appe«rs to be so scattered that it vould be ijapossiblo to

Wlafiill-j j»l«iO(» axiy kind of u lin& which would represent the rogres**

si&n line* It would also be diflUcult to visually detonaine v^iethor a

linoor or curvilinear regreasion line would best represent the data*

I'he azial>i>«o for the specific aggregates presented probably

have nc engineering applicability because of the variation shown in the

plotted dnta. The large aunount of scatter might be explained by between-

operator variation and i/ould make it economically unsound to reject

ffl-vterial which mlj^t be acceptable according to the plasticity index

specifications of the material*

The following Eoxalysos for the specific aggregates aaeume linear

regression and &re presented for information only.

5
StcxndjTd Spedfieations for State KoRd and Bridge Construction ,

Stctd *iighvs'c;y Gouiflission of Kansas* 190-'' -edition.
"*
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CORROiATION OF PAKAMBTERS FOR SPECIFIC AGQRBQATES

Road and Plant Mix Aggregates for Bituminous Construction

Figure 1 represents the values obtained for the aggregate used

in bituminous lasas, both road and plant mixes. The aggregates used

by Kansas for this type of construction fall under the same specifi-

cation limits and differ only in the method used to mix the oil, the

road mix aggregates being mixed by use of a traveling pugaill nnd the

iZ-itnt mix aggregates mixed with oil at a stationary plant. The aggre-

gate* sampled as shown in Figure 1 were within specifications for

BC-1 as required by State Hi^way Commission of Kansas Specifications.

Ihe gradation specificntions are as follows for the BC-1 samples.

Sieve # 1" 3/8" Ho. 8 No. 30 Ho. 200

Percent Retained 0% 5-3056 25-50* 30S6 87-93»i

Each sample obtained was split so both the sand equivalent test

and plasticity index could be performed on each half of the representa-

tive sample. Figure 1 shows the two values plotted for four hundred

and forty (MK)) samples. The independent variable X (sand equivalent)

is plotted along the horizontal axis. Each measure of the dependent T

(plasticity index) is indicated by a point above the corresponding X.

For the purpose of this study* it was assumed that no 9rror existed in

Standcijd ::; pecifications for State Road and Bridge Construction .

State Highway Caamisslon of Kanfias, I960 Edition.
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the sand equivalent values* Variation in the plasticity index values

might be explained by between-operator variancei howeveri no data

were available from which to determine the magnitude of this variation*

Figure 1 obviously indicates very scattered points, and since

linear regression was assumed, the sample regression coefficient (b)

7
of T <m X was calculated* This regression coefficient was obtained

from the formula

V _ ^(x-x) (y-y)
D X

^(x-T)2

where -^(x-T) represents the summation of the squares of the devia-

tions from the mean of all sand equivalent values and ^(x-Z) (y-7)

represents the summation of the products of the deviations trou the

•ans representing each parameter* The corresponding values obtained

from an electronic computer were -^-(x-Sr) « 7^1030, ^(x-X) (y-y)

-3«707« This would give a computed regression coefficient b » -.OSOl*

This would indicate that for each twenty units of Increase in the sand

equivalent, the plasticity index decreases by 20(-*O3Ol) or -1.021

units*

A test of significance of b is given by t « b/S|^, degrees of

freedom « n-2 when &^ is the sample standard deviation from the regres-

sion coefficient and 3^ « Sy^j^ /^^ (x-x) . Sy.x represents the sample

standard deviation from regression and is obtained by the following

7
Statistical Hethods . by George W. Snedecor, Iowa State University
Press, 195C, p* 122.
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formula

Sy»x
^ d y«x

n-2

i(y-.y)^ . [/(x-3r) (y-y)]

^(x-!e)2

2
The follovdng values *»r« obtained using ^(x-x) « 7*>,030, ^(x-x)

(y-y) - -3,707 and ^(y-y)^ - l668j S « J 5.385 and St, » I

^'^^
'

1 7'f,030

and therefore t - '*^^^ » -,0501 (^ 7f».03O) . ^^i^j,.

5:335

17^,030
|3085"

**Thi8 indicates significance at cOl or less level when d*f» s

n-2 » ^38 and we therefore conclude that the regression coefficient is

significantly different from zero* Now because the slope is signiflo

cantly different from zero and it is known that the regression line

ptmmm through both X and y, we are able to compute the resressioB

line equation and plot it as shown in Figure 1»

It oust be pointed out that the regression coefficient "b"

calculated and the significant "t" only implied that the best fitting

straight line had a slope different from zero and gave no information

concerning the accuracy of the predicted relationship between variables.

The correlation coefficient was computed to give the degree to which

the two measurements were linearly related. The correlation coefficient

(r) was computed by the following formula.

r » ^(x-3f) (y-y)

J
<<(x.x)'^

J

^(y.y)-^
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This conputed value was r a -•3336 and Indicated that only

2
(-•3336) or 113^ of the variation was explained, leaving 8^ unexplained.

For this reason, it was felt that test values would likely disagree

with the predicted values tram the equation*

The prediction ordinates for several confidence levels are shown

in Figure 1 for informaticm only*

Suppose that predictions art dtsirahle for plaatioity index

fron the sand equivalent of a material meeting the BC-1 speci^cr.tions*

As shown in Figure 1, the various ccnfidence belts are plotted for

different '^^ levels* These confidence belt ordinate* are ccnsputed using

the sample standard deviation of Y \riMch is found by the formula ts~

where

Sy = Sy»x 1 + i (x.5r)^

n* n ^ixJX)^

n* *i Samplwi required for making prediotioa
n * I^ufflber of pairs of values used in establishing the regression

equation

The confidence belt ordinate ic then computed as tSy or

tSy.x (x-X)^

ia. n £(x-.3c>2

t can be obtained from any "Table of Percentage Points of the t- Dis-

tribution'* using N-2 degrees of fireedom and various o^ levels*

The confidence belt (one sided) or band is computed for various

values of X (sand equivalent)* When the belt ordinates are coasted for

predictions to be made using one sample, then n 1 and the ordinate



value la squal to

(M, d.f. « k3&) 3.385 1 (X-51.72)^

( ^^ * Mhj
*

7^,030

fh« ouacrieaL valu9S vblch hav« be^n substituted into the aboMi

formula are tabulated in Table I and are as follows i n » MK), X = 51*72,

^(x-*)" » 74,030 and Sy^x * 3«385« Note that the ardinite from the

regresaion line Increases only slij^tly «• X gets far rsaoved fsroia K

for any one aided belt for ^^«

Nov suppose one desires to make a prediction and wants to b«

90^ confident about his statement he would use the oC « 0.10 confidence

interval* Note that the predicticos could only be sade flrom Figore 1

if one vere willing to sssibm liaear refresslMtt As an sacnnrple, suppose

that a stockpile of BC-1 material were sampled and the sand equivalent

value was determined as 30* The conclusion then could be made that the

plasticity index would not be greater than 6»8 unless a l-ln-lO chance

cccurred in SEarpling.

Now suppose that the prediction beeones desirable using tli#

average of four (.k) values of sand equivalents and were to be made at

the 99^ confidence level* The confidence bolt us plotted in Figure 1

for oO m .01 (k samplss) would be used* For example, if one were to

scttple a stockpile of material meeting BC-l gradation specifications

and obtain four (k) values of sand equivalent vriiich averaged 50, It

would be possible to predict ftpom Figure 1 that the plasticity index of

the material sampled would not be greater than 5*7 unless a ono In <»•

hundred chance that bad sampling occurred*
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It should also be pointed out that atnce the upper limit of th«

plasticity indox io the critical value« all confidsnce Interral bands

are one sided. The regression line equation and the correlation co»

efficioat are also indicated on the geajAi (Figure 1)«

Hot Mix Aggregates for Asphaltic Concrete Construction

Another group of interest was the acvrafate used for aax^aLtle

concrete construction* The sain]^os shovm in Figure 2. were obtained

tnm aggrocatMi flMetin^ the •peciflcation requireiMnits set up for hot

mix and r«pre8«ni aggrtgatM ua«d tvr asphaltid concrete pavement

construction. The specifications used were again those used by the

State Hin^wejr Cooniasion of Kaaaas*

All e«Bpl« values obtained are shown in Figure 2. The material

•sBpled varied from HM-1, KM<-2, HH-3, and IIK-^, Xhereforet the grada-

tions shown below represent the upper and lower liniits for all of the

hot mix classes and the saraples shown in Figure 2 were within th«s«

gradation ranges*

Sieve # 1" 3A" 3/8" #^ #1 M #30 #80 «»0

% Bet. 0% 0-5?5 15-405^ 22-6(»i h^72Si J'f-fiOS^ 65-92Si 8o^<^% 87-95*

£aeh sample was split so both the sand equiv^jlent test and the

plasticity index (liquid limit leas plastic limit) could be perfczroed

on each half of the representative sample. Figure 2 shows the values

plotted for on© hundred and fifty-five (155) saa^ilee. The indepcnd^it

variable X (sand equivalent) was plotted along the horib(»tal asis«
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Each neasure of th« d«pendont Y (plasticity Index) was Indicated by a

point above tho corre-ripondlng X*

The regression coefficlDnt (b) of Y on X was calmileted ftroji

the fozTBUla

b . ^^"f ^y;?^ .her. ^(x.3f)^ . 22.395
:^(x-X)^

and £(x-3t) (7-y) 1|19^. Substituting in these two Tslues gars a

ootsputed regression coefficient of b 3 -•0533*

A teat of significance indicated a computed value of t « 7«10.**

•*l*iis indicates significance at .01 or less level when d.f.

n^ » 133 and it is therefore concluded that the slope (b) is signifi-

caatly diffarent from zero. The infomation needed to coopute the

regrsssion coefficient is shown in tabulated font in Table I. In

i«teo«d form

\ m '
'

i.~-.~. a —————— u 7.10**

|3y.x2 11.259

Since ST « p3.91 i«id J » 2.05» where Jf ie the mean of all x

slues and f is the mean of all y values, and the slope (b) is -.05331

the equation for the regression line can be written as Y 4.93 - #053 X.

If predictions are desirable for material meeting hot mix

^peeiflcatlons, confidence b«lts are provided in Flgor* 2* Again the

confidence belt ordinates are computed using the formula tSy, where

tSy equals the ordinate for various X values and

72
—

tSy tSy^x

\

1^1^ (X"g) .— + ^ + ' " '•
! •

'!? and
n. n ^(x-T)^



n* " Samples required for making prediction

n > Number of pairs of values used in establishing the ragrcsaion
equation

The ordinate for '^m 0.10 at X «= 55 is computed esubstituting

th« following values,

Ordinate » tSy « 1.28 1.259 1 1 (55.00-53.91)^ - IM
» »» im m-'^m

^
"155 22,395

The follovdng t values ai-e usod for the different o^ levels,

all of which are one sided and are obtained using one hundred and

fifty-three (153) degrees of freedoms t 2,36 for -^ «» .01,

t 1.65 for o^ - 0,05, t - 1.28 for o^ 0,10, t » 1,06 tor <^ »

0,15, t 0,8** for oC a 0,20, A simple meaning for the <>^ » ,05 level

with regard to t is that auiong SEunplea of great size, drawn at randon

fktm a normal population, 5^ of them are expected to be in a region

where t is greater than 1,65.

Now suppose one dsairos to make a prediction and wants to be

909^ confident about his statement, he would use the ctO 0,10 confi-

dence belt shown in Figure 2, As an example, if a stockpile of material

meeting HM specifications, as shown above, was ssoq^ed and the sand

equivalent value was determined to be 50« the plastieity index should

not be jp'eater than 3*8 unless a 1-in-lO chance oocunred in sampling.

It might also be desirable to use the average of four ih) values

of sand equivalents to make a prediction concerning the {xLasticity

index of a stockpile of HM asterial.



A« an excoaple, if oii9 tivra to predict the plasticity indrnc of

a materiaL meeting these gradation specifications after obtaining four

(%) sand equivalent Taluea vMeh wemld average ^t i^ oould be said

that the plasticity index would probably be k^l or less iinless a one

in one hundred chance occurred that a bad sample woa obtained* Again

the regreseion line equat5.on and the correlation coefficient arm

indicated in Figure 2*

One hundred and fifty-five (155) srjnples ware used to estr.bllih

this prediction equation and correlation coefficient*

Again the confidence interval bands plotted are one sided since

the critical value is the upper lisdt of plasticity ind^c peraitted

under EM speoifieationa*

The correlation coefficient vsb computed and tested for signifL-

oacce* The fornula

t » ^u-ao (y-gO

**ere ^(x-T) (y-y) = -1,19'f, ^x-3E)^ « 22,595 and £(y-y)* » 256,

repree mts the correlation coefficient and

r "^f^ I « .•^983

(22395 |256

This computed r indicated that only (-*^983) or about 2% of

the variation was explained, leaving 7^ unexplained* It was felt that

such a low level of accuracy of prediction would lead to too many exrors

in accepting or rejecting materials*



Aggregates Uaed for Shoiilder Construction

Figure 3 shows the plotted vadues obtained for aggregates used

for shoulder construction. This material was of type AS-1 by qpeeifloa-

tion designation. The gradation requironents for AS-l are as follows

i

Sieve # 2" 134^ 3A" 0k iUD ^ #200

Percent Retained 0?^ 0-S9i 5-3«>i 35-^6 *>5-7C* £0^0^% 80-92*
e •

*!Che ratio of percent passing the No« 200 to percent psisaiug

No* kO shall be less then 3A*

The saioples vdiich were split so both the sand equivalent and.

plasticity index could be determined numbered one hundred seventy*4iin«

(179)* As shown in Figure 3« the sand equivalent was plotted along

the horizontal axis and each aeasure of the dependent plasticity ind^

was indicated above the corresponding Scind equivalent*

The regression coefficient b was computed from

b--£i2fLi^ Where
l(x-5f)2

£<x-x) (y-y) » -l,177t ^(x-3E)^ - 10,5'»S and £(y.y)^ » 260* This

fttw a computed regression coefficient as •••1116*

A test of significance of b was computed as before by t b/S^

%Aiere S^, was the ssaaple standard deviation from the regression co-

efficient and was obtained from

«fc • SyV (lOe^
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Sy,x vas th« sample standard deviation from the rsgrssslon and was

obtained from the ionmxla

y«x n-2 X(x-x)2

n<-£

*y.x -

^

260»(U77) / 105^8

177
.728 - .855

:i^ersfort t • b\l£(x««) m

y^x

-.1116
J
10,5^ - 13.5**

**Thifi indicates significance at .01 or less level vhen d.f. » 177

and the eoneluaion may be drawn that the slope of the regression line

significantly different from zero when lineeir regression was

U 3he msaas for both the sand equivalent and pleisticity were

ebt«tllied trcm if • it and y « -J vdiere 3P « 25.09 and J - 'f.l9» Since

the slope was known and it was realized that the regression line passed

through both x and y, it was possible to write the linear regression

equation as Y » 7*00-.lll6X and plot it as shown in Figure 3*

The above statements only indicated that the best fitting

straight line had a slope different from sero but gave no indication

as to the accuracy of making predictions using this equation. The

correlation coefficient was computed as -•TlO'f and this indicated that

about (-.710^) or 509^ of the variation was explained with the lln«9dP

regression line.

Shis low correlation coefficient could give imdesirable predio*

tiOBS li^en using the equation for engineering decisions, however » thi>



confidwKse belts at various ^^ lev»l« are shown for information only

in Figure 3«

As has been doiM for the other specific aggregates, the confi-

dence belts are needed for various o^ levels if predictions are to be

ade for naterlal meeting AS-1 specifications* However, since AS-1

specifications as allowed by Kansas Hi^way Coimnission I960 Specifica-

tions indicate both an upper and lower limit cm plasticity index, the

confidence belts plotted are two sided bands for the various o<s levela*^

confidence belt ordinates w«tre oomputed hj the following forouXa

Ordinate «* tSy,^
2

11

1 1 (x-x)

(xJf)2
-»- — +
a

Ihis f«nmila will no doubt look familiar as it is the

one used for coinputing one sided confidence band ordinates* However,

the t values used in the computations are the t values representing

the two sided t and are taken from any "t"-Distribution Table as plus

and minus. Thus, the ordinates at anyo^ level for any X value nere

plotted both above and below the regression line. The ordinate com-

puted for X a 25 and cO m ,01 (two sided) is aa followo v^ien ^,x ' •^35

Ordinate +2,58 (#855) 1 J^ (25::25i09)i .^^21
i

*179 10,5^8

Therefore, the ordinate was plotted +Zm2l units above and -21.21 imits

below the regression line at X 25,

Other t values taken from the Distribution Table for the

various <^ levels are t = +1«6'»5 ^or ©c J.0 and t » jKL«28 for
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c/i « ,20 and these were used to compute the other belt ordinate for

other oC levels*

Now suppose one desires to make a prediction and wants to be

9C6K confident about the statement, one would use the oC » .10 belt*

Aa an example, if a stockpile of material meeting AS-1 gradation

pMifications waa Mapled and the sand equivalent value was determined

M ^% it could be said with 905iS confidence that the material would

have a plasticity index between 1.0 and 'f.O.

Aggregate for Agp«gate~Binder Base Construction

All amplea plotted for this group shown in Figure h w«p«

within specifications for AB-3 and were within the following gradation

requirements!

Sieve # 2" 1)4" 3/V' Ko, ^ No. 10 No. 40 No. 200

* Retained 034 ^% 5-30?^ 35-^ '5-70JS 60-8^ 80-92?{

•The fraction passing the No. 200 shall not exceed three-fourths

(3A) of the fraction passing the No, 'fO sieve.

This combined material also must consist of eighty-five (8i?)

percent or more produced by the mechanical crushing of limestone*

Figure ^ represents graphically points obtained from 1^8 saasplMl

Meting AB-3 gradation specifications, vdiich were tested both for

plasticity ind*x and sand equivalent values.

The independent variable X (sand equivalent) was plotted along

the horiz^ontal axis and '-aeh measure of the d«p«ident Y (plasticity

index) waa indicated by & point above the corresponding X.



^20 3D 40"

Sand Equivalent, X

FIGURE 4. AGGREGATE FOR AGGREGATE-
BINDER BASE CONSTRUCTION
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Th« sample r«gr«a«ion coefficient (b) of Y on X was calculated

using the linear rej^eGsion technique and represented by the formula

vhere ^ix-^x)^ - 15|9^1, -^(x-Sc) (y-y) « -1,259 snA ^(y-jD^ » 822, ?

The recession coefficient was computed as

15,9^1

and was tested for signifioanee by t « \>/% to be sure that it was

larger than the tabled t for a specified ^ level for n*^ degrees of

freedom* The sestnple standard deviation frora the regression coefficient

Sb was equal to Sy,j(/J£(x~x) where Sy,x was the sample standard devia-

tion from regression and was obtfdned frcm the following fonaulai

h•X
i:y>x

n^2
£(y-y)^ - fe(x.« (y^y)l

2

^(x-x)'^

n-a

By substitution we see that S.

t is equal to

y.x
\

^£2£.

£(x-1f)'

^•9'»7 and since

^»»9^7

15,9^1

-.0790 n ^.50**

15.9^1
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**Zhis indicates significance at .01 level or less >4xen d»f» a

Xk'-Z » ihC and it may be concluded that b is significantly different

froi sere* The means of both aand equivalent values x and plasticity

index 7 sm 52*11 and ^.08 respectively* Since the linear regression

line nuat paos through x and y and have a slope of **0790« it is possible

to show the regresaion line as indicated in Figure ^ and write the

regression line equation as T > 6*62-,0790X*

If predictions ara desirable for laaterlal meeting aggregate-

binder base aggregate specifications, confidence belts btb provided

in figure %• Ihe confidence belt ordinates are computed using; the

formul? tSy, %Aiere t&y equals the follo%dng

*^y *%»x
n« n €(x-x)'=^

and

n« « SsiBples required for making prediction*

n a Kumber of pairs of values used in establishing the regresaion
elation*

She ordinate for cC • .10 at X « 33 is computed substituting

the following values:

Qrdliiate - tSy « 1*286 I 4*9'»7 1 1 35«'32*11 « 2.87

The following t values are used for the different °c levels,

all of vfhich are one sided and are obtained using one hundred forty-«ix

ilkd) degrees of freedom; t » 2*38 for c^« .01, t • 1*66 foroc > *05,

t « 1*29 for o^ » *10, t - 1,07 for o^ • .15 and t • 0.8^ for o^ ».20.



If a prediction ware desirable using the alO s c<^ lev«I, a

stockpile of material could be sampled and inference made concerning

the prediction of plnsticity index froci the sand equivalent* The

material, of course, would need to meet the specifications as shown

above before Figure 'f could be used for prediction* As an example, if

one were to sample a stockpile and obtain a sand equivalent value of

190, the stat«sent could be made that the plasticity index would not be

greater than 7*2 due to chance alone more than one out of ten times*

It rai^t also be desirable to use the avorc^ of two (2) values

of Scind equivalent to make a prediction conceminij the plasticity index

of a stockpile of this type of aggregats*

If two (2) samples were obtained from a stoekpile of material

meeting AB«3 specifications and the two values avtgr«gt4 35t it could be

said that the plasticity index of the stockpile uo\ild be 7*6 or less

unless a one (1) in one hundred (100) chanot occurred that u bad

WBBpLe was obtained. This prediction is possible using a ninetyniLne

percent (99?^) one sided confidence interval band sliown in Figure h

as oC • aOl (Two Samples)*

The correlation coefficient was computed end tested for signi-

ficance* The formula

r a ^x-x^ Cy-y^

]i:(x-3c)^ ficy^'

where £(x-X) (y-y) . -1259t ^(x-«)^ » 15,9^1 and -£(y-7)^ = 822,

gav» a correlation coefficient of -.*3'f79* This indicated that only



(••3^79) or 1251^ of the variation ma explsdned pjttd 88S5 was left tin-

explained when the linear regression equation was used*

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Variation in Plaatioity Index Values

In looking at Figures 1 throuj^ k^ it is apparent that the

values of T plotted above and below the regrtssion line tend to indicate

much variability if the 7 value is dependent on the X value* Since

the T values repj»eeeftt the plasticity index values eaad vsriotlon mi^t

exist, the causes of this variation are discimsed below* It should

be pointed out also that the variations to be discussed are variatiana

iftdch have been »easured by analysis of vj?ripnce in other experimental

results. Since the values of plasticity index as shown in Figures 1

thrc4i^ k were detemdned by many different operators and in many

d5.fferent laboratories, the estimated variance due to different

operators and laboratory procedure might be mentlonod* It is not

possible, however, to make a statement conceiminf; the amount of the

plasticity index vpjiation as shown in Figures 1 through k fcdilch is

due to different operators or any other cause* Thoro is no way to

substantiate a statement concemijig this variability because an

analysis of variance was not determined for any of the liquid limit

values or the plastic limit values which were used to yield the

plasticity index values as shown in Figures 1 thrmtgh k»

Sm a. matter of interest, variance due to laboratory procedure

has been estioated for other experimental work* Q* JS, K* BaJULerd
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md V« F« WericB investigated the operator Tariaiue in the detemiina*

tion of the plastic liait of cohesive soils* Five random saoplea

vsre dletributed to five zones of operators, vdiore tvro operators of

each group performed five replicate tests* It was their finding that

the best estimator of the within operator variance ( (5« ) was 0»^8,

While the best estimator of the between-operators-within-aones

vwriaaoe ((5c ) was 4«l80« Ihia clearly indicates that there is ap»

prociably more variation between operators than replicate ineasureoento

by a given operator.

She variation due to laboratory procedure in the determination

of the liquid limit has been estimated by analysis of variance of

Q
other experimental wox4t,' The value for the estiaate of the varia-

tion due to laboratory proceAire was 5»71« In the eonelusions, it

was attgsMted one operator be used in a given series of tests to in*

oreaa« the accuracy of the variability study. !Ehi8 suggests that

variation between operators dows exist and may be of very undesirable

magnitude.

2
For the matter of discussion, the following values of Sy^j^

are given for the four aggregated observed in Figures 1 throu^ k»

"The Human Factor in I>etermining the Plastic Limit of Cohesive
Soils," by G, E, H. Ballard and W, F. Weeks, Materials Besearch
and Standards . ASTH, Vol. 3 Number 9, p. 726.

9
"Variability of Engineering Properties of Brookston and Crosby
Soils," by Delon Hampton, E, J. Yoder, and I. tf. Burr, Hi^way
Research Board Proceediniga . Vol. 'I, p. 621.
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Aggregate Sy^x

Road and Plant Mix Aggregate ••• •••• 3*335
Hot Mix Aggregate 1.259
Shoulder Aggregate .•.. 0.7^3
Aggregate Binder-Base Aggregate •..•••**t '*»9'*7

2
It will be remefliberad that Sy^^j repreaenta the mean square

deviation from regression and furnishes an estimate of 6 , As seen

above, the variance ( u ') due to operator or laboratory procedure

variance was estimated to be 4,l8o for the plastic limit and 5»71 for

the liquid limit in other expex'ifliental results. As stated before* the

magnitudes discussed above caimot be used to estimate the operator

variance of the results shown in this paper. It is desirsble, hov/ever,

to point out the fact that the confidence band ordinates are computed

using ^y,x ^^^ ^f ^y.x could be reduced by remo\'ing the effect of the

among operator variance, it might improve the prediction ability.

It might also be pointed out that as the varicmce due to

operator or laboratory occurs in both the liquid limit determiAaticn

and the plastic limit determination, this may cause the variance to be

even greater in the plasticity index since it is doteri'^ined from sub-

tracting the plastic limit frcin the liquid limit.

Other sources of variation which might contribute to variable

plasticity index values could be temiperature and pore water concentra-

tion. The values of plasticity index shown in Figure 1 throu^ h

were obtained using pore water suitable for drinking purposes, however,

the concentration was not determined. The test values were also deter-

mined in many caaes in field laboratories where strict temperature

control could not be enforced.
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Of ooura^i th* sand equivalent values are also subject to

ariation and aay very well be responsible for OKMre of the observed

variability than the PI values*

Discussion of Power of Procedure

As has been pointed out in previous discussion, the correla-

tion coefficients are slgnifio;:mtly different fron zero for each

type of aggregate but they are numerically lower than desirable*

Another way to state the difficulty would be that the power of the

test is low coxd it may lead to rejecting too often if plasticity index

specifiC'i^tions are used to set specification limits on sand equiva-

lent values* For example, referring to Figure 1, if the upper lioit

of six (6) for plasticity index were used as a control and 90^ con*

fidence {oc . ,xo) was desirable, it would be possible to say that a

fflinimum value of forty-five ik3) would be required for sand equivalent*

A alnlaua value of forty-five {k^) for sand equivalent would enable

one to predict that the plasticity index would not be greater than

6.1 unless a 1-in-lO chance error occurred in eaoipling* The difficidty

sssas to be, however, that when k3 was used as a Blnioun allowable

value for sand equivalent, about 35% of the M>0 samples were rejected*

This was coapared to B^ rejection of the kkO samples vdien using a maxi*

M plasticity index allowable of 6* If the allowable "^f?i1mwi sand

equivalent were determined for 8^ confidence (oc=.15), the miniouB

allowable would be lowered to 35* A minimum of 35 for sand equivalent

would reject about lOSt of the W) samples represented in Figure X*



F* N« HTe«0 found a relationship between sand equivalent value and

resistance value and suggested the miniam values ae shovoi in Figure

5« The resistance values plotted were the lateral pressure transmitted

by the specimen iiftiile under load* The values were obtained fron the

otabilooeter and reflected the internal friction or degree of lubri-

cation*

Figure 2 indicates that about 2k% of the 153 MMqples would be

rejected if the maximum allowable value of plasticity index were 5»0«

If the ninlaiM sand equivalent allowed were 50^ it would be possible

to predict that the plasticity index would not be greater than 3*2 if

809^ confidence i°c-»20) were desired. '£he minliBua auttl equivalent

of 50 would reject about 3^ of ttit 155 ©aoples, Aa ahown in figure 5,

California Division of Rlj^ways epeciftes a minlmua of 55 for

Aephaltic Concrete, however, using this as a minimua would reject

about 5**?^ of the 155 samples shown in Figure 2,

Tigetn 3 indicates that if a minioum sand equivcdent value of 20

were allowed for aggregate used for shoulder construction, one would

be BC^ confident that the plasticity index would be between 3.6 and

5»8, If the maximum plasticity index were 6, 10?^ of the 179 test

•Mqples would be rejected* The percent i*ejected using a minimum sand

equivalent of 20 was 2151^ of the 179 tests. The data shown in Figure

3 sui^eats that curvilinear regression might be better than linear

regression* It was felt that the suomation of the deviatioos about

Sand Equivcaent Test for Control of Materiala During Construction,
by F. N. Hveem, Highway Research Board Proceedings. Vol. 32.
1953, p. 2i»8. ^^'

•
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Figure 5



the regresaion would iarobab3jr decrease and hereby decrease the confl-

de&ce band ordinates about the euzTilinear regreseion line. This ml|^t

not benefit the power of the test« howevert because the tainlmus limit

of sand equivalent would probably not be lowered below 20 due to the

rapidly decreasing resistance ss the sand equivalent drops belov 20

(see Figure 5)«

Figure k indicates that if one wants to be 90^ confident

(oc^^lO) that the plasticity Index will be 8 or less, a mlnli&u&i sand

equivalent of 20 would be required* As can be seen in Figure 5«

California requires a mlnioua sand equlvalmt of 30 for gravel basef

but since eighty-five pwcent of the material shown in Figure k must

be crushed limestone, by specifications, it is felt that an investiga-

tion to determine the resistance value at sand equivalent of 20 would

be desirable* In using a maximum plasticity index of 8 as the control^

about 6S of the 1^8 samples shovm in Figure k would be rejected. The

minimum value of 20 for sand equivalent at the oC - ,10 level would

reject about 79^ of the I'fS samples*

CONCLUSIC»iS

Ihere eppears to be no correlation between sand equivalent

values and plasticity index values, which could be used for engineering

decisions, from the data analysed in this study* Since most of the

correlation coefficients (r»s) shown in figures 1 through k are small

this would indicate that most of the variation in plasticity index

values (y-axis) is unexplained by sand equivalent values (x-axls)*
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Xt is felt that another investigation might be made using

curvilinear regression or multiple regression techniques* Curvilinesor

rogression might better fit the data as shown in Figures 1 throu^ 4,

but it is not known if exponential or polynonial curves would be the

best fit* It is also felt that multiple regression techniques could

be used to determine if other variables mi^t be used to explain more

of the variation than is presently explained* The percent passing the

200 sieve or the amount passing the 200 sieve in the material passing

the number 'f sieve are two siiggested variables uliioh might es^lain

•MM of the unexplained variation*

In studying the limited information available, it can W MMH

that correlation was not found, but this nay b# hidden by between*

operator «r laboratory procedure variance in the test data, for both

plasticity index and sand equivalent values*

Xt Aould be pointed out that the use of the grai^is for reject*

ing material would probably not be econonieally feasible because of the

large amount of variation which has not been ejqjlained by the linear

regression equations*
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Ihli ptpcsr eon«ld«r» th« correlation between two para-

tMitere of legr^^atat laNKi in bituninous ralxM and bases^ th«

Mnd «qulv«lent and plaatlclty Indwt, It ahwm that, fpoR the

data analTsad, thara la no useful correlation batwaan theaa

valiMw that trould f)enilt tba prai^otion of plaatlclty Indloaa

titm B»ra rapidly obtaltMid aand «quivalont valaM*

Iha toot valuf» reproaontlng tha paranetora wero obtainid

^'nm aggragatea vm9d in bltamiaotta, aaphalUc oonoreta, aftotil^

and a^gragata bimdw baaa canatructlont Ihaae values vera

datarBlnad for tha abova affipragttaa uaad In aataral cottntles

itt lOinaaa*
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